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Large as life and a presence one just cannot ignore, OM Jeff, K1ZM/
VY2ZM visited with us at our Club meeting on the 29 March. In fact he
was the speaker, and had us all enthralled with his presentation. He is an
Amateur of importance in the ‘ham’ fraternity a great DX’er and has
participated in many DX’peditions of note! We were very honoured to
have a person of his significance join us in our humble club-house.
Jeff had advised Raoul ZS1C through their common interest in 160M of
his visit to Cape Town and that got the ball rolling. Raoul in turn contacted
yours truly and after discussion with the Committee it was agreed to move
our monthly meeting from the 22 nd to the 29th to coincide with Jeff’s plans. The meeting was
well attended and I’m sure was a highlight for all those there. This was evident, as
afterwards, many individual discussions took place, and Jeff was eventually dragged away
by Miriam, his wife and their daughter, who were patient bystanders after they came to fetch
him.
The observation I made was that Om Jeff is absolutely passionate about amateur radio as
he is so enthusiastic about all he does in the hobby. He is a banker by profession, but that
does not detract from his technical ability and knowledge. This was significant to me, as I’m
sure he has many other responsibilities too, but has learned the art of prioritising his
activities and practising his hobby at the same time, something, many of us are not quite
capable of yet. Maybe the clue is that he is an avid 160M DX’er and commented that this is
so because it is difficult and he likes the challenge.
Jeff told us about the Russian (706T) Dx-pedition to the Yemen in May 2013 and the
hazards and problems they experienced. He commented on the locals not being pleasantly
disposed to the Americans, their difficulties in general, the guards everywhere toting AK47’s,
and of tripping over Goats sleeping on the dark roads at night as the tar-macadam was
warmer than the Desert sand. He was co-opted at the last moment to work primarily 160M,
and this station was a fair distance from the high band station in the town. They were on the
beach where there was less radio interference, but in primitive conditions.
Marconi claimed to have transmitted the first radio signal across the Atlantic in December
1901. This has been disputed by many as they say he only achieved it later. However Jeff
has done a thorough exercise on the matter and has proved that Marconi could have made
the transmission. He showed us with visuals, comparing known data and extrapolating facts
with assumptions based on time of day, time of year, signal strength and noise which was
nonexistent in those days, and his findings are almost conclusive. He is quite convinced that
the signal, ‘SSS’ in CW was indeed heard in the Americas, being transmitted from the British
Isles.
He concluded his presentation by talking about vertical antennas. In my experience there
has been much negative publicity about this type of antenna, but Jeff proved just how
effective and efficient they can be in different configurations. A single vertical is fine, but by
putting two in tandem they become more directional, and four in a square can be potent. Of
course 3x3 is the optimum, but then we will need a lot of space, not found on our normal plot
sizes. He made the point however, that one needs to experiment and not be fazed by failure
as this is how we learn. He also gave us ideas about radials and how to install and hide them
and said that there is always a solution to a problem, even where space is a consideration.
The afternoon was a great success and went on much longer than normal and would have
continued if his family time was not a consideration.
In conclusion we thank Tony ZS1TM for remembering ‘Amateur Radio Day’ and for the
interview he had on 90.4. The chit-chat was interesting indeed!
Till next time, ‘From this old shack to Yours’.
Take Care, 73 to all,
de ZS1FW Noel.
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CTARC Meeting held on Saturday, 29 March 2014
On Saturday, 29 March 2014, we held a meeting at
the CTARC Clubhouse in Rondebosch at 13h00.
There, we were most fortunate to meet Jeffrey
Briggs, who holds the callsigns K1ZM and VY2ZM.
Jeffrey is currently visiting South Africa with
his wife and daughter.
Jeffrey gave us a
fascinating set of
talks and Powerpoint presentations:

Next
Meeting...
Saturday,
24 May
N.B. start
time 14.00,
at the
Clubhouse.

Huge thanks to Nick, ZS1ZD for the pics.
Please do check out Nick’s fantastic
‘Blogspot’
zs1ct.blogspot.com
Thanks so much Nick

Help Please !
Message from Paul Perold (sorry I don’t have a
call sign for Paul.)
Paul lives in Mlkbostrand,
and is looking for some
help as to the value of this
old radio.
Can anyone help him?
Contact Paul on
O81 413 5396
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Club News and Details
For your information
Your CTARC Committee:
Noel Futter ZS1FW
(Chairman)
Rob Bareham ZS1SA
(Vice)
Danny Blankenburg ZS1BL (Treasurer)
Anne Bareham
(Sec/ Ed)
Dirk Lotz ZS1X

Don’t miss
the CTARC
bulletin every
Sunday at
08:30
Your Bulletin
readers are:
Tony, ZS1TM
and
Rob, ZS1SA
Do listen in
and enjoy
these
interesting
weekly
Bulletins

Tony McKewen ZS1TM
Deon Erwin ZS1ZL (Tech Queries)
Paul Kennedy ZS1PXK
Shaun Overmeyer ZS1RA

CLUB CONTACT DETAILS
Chairman:
Noel Futter– ZS1FW can be reached on
021-715-2024 or 084-5281805
Or
Secretary:
Anne Bareham can be reached on
072-268 1207
or email: zs1ct@qsl.net
Postal address:
PO Box 2541 Clareinch 7740
Monthly Interesting

‘Tit Bits’

Scratching around hundreds of 35mm slides
of long ago a came across this picture
taken towards the end of the 60's and I
believe to be one of the first if not the first
Ham radio assisted comms on a rally. This
is at Buffelsjag service station east of
Swellendam. The car no. 1 appears to be a
Ranger Coupe from that era. The radio was
a kit assembled Eico 753 imported from the
States with a massive homebrew power
supply all on a operating table in the car
showroom to the right of the pic and the
antenna a 80m dipole. It was from here I
was requested to go to Laingsburg to assist
with the time check there. At that time two
metre operation was not in general use and
no 2mm repeaters. Ragchew, June 2012
issue 5 Page 7 refers...Check point at Buffelsjagrivier, east of Swellendam. There is as piece of my 80M
dipole visible in the top right hand corner of the pic.
Jan Hugo ZS1JH Thank you Jan for this. (Anne The Ed)
(Come on guys you must also have some interesting “old” pics” lying round have a look and
send them to me!)
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Upcoming Events..
Upcoming special events for the
CTARC:
1.
Annual General Meeting: As always, the last
Saturday in July, which is on 26 July this year.
2.
International Lighthouse and Lightship: As always, the third
weekend in August, this year 16 and 17 August.

Hamateur Radio!
The following is from the ARRL website explains an often asked question:
Why are Amateur Radio Operators also called "Hams"?Ham: a poor operator; a 'plug' (G. M. Dodge; Telegraph Instructor)
The first wireless operators were landline telegraphers who left their offices to go to sea or to man the coastal
stations. They brought with them their language and much of the tradition of their older profession. In those early
days, every station occupied the whole spectrum with its broad spark signal. Government stations, ships,
coastal stations and the increasingly numerous amateur operators all competed for time and signal supremacy
in each other's receivers. Many of the amateur stations were very powerful. Two amateurs, working each other
across town, could effectively jam all the other operations in the area. Frustrated commercial operators would
refer to the ham radio interference by calling them "hams." Amateurs, possibly unfamiliar with the real meaning
of the term, picked it up and applied it to themselves. As the years advanced, the original meaning has completely disappeared.
And on a similar note;

Those of us who once earned their living pounding brass will recall a few other terms that
were passed down from our predecessors.
Another early telegrapher’s term was Lid, which actually was meant to denote a new or inexperienced operator. This term evolved through the years as a term used in amateur radio circles to denote a poor operator; one who is inept at the practice of the art. This term is still
commonly used by American amateurs who refer to those with poor operating habits as a lid.
Shortly after I arrived in South Africa from Canada about a quarter century ago I received my
SARL membership card in the post. When I opened the envelope and looked at my new
membership card I was astonished to see prominently printed beside my name in bold letters
the word “Lid”. Not speaking a word of Afrikaans at the time,
you can imagine why I was shocked at the audacity of this
organisation referring to a new member as a ‘ lid’.
73
Rob ZS1SA
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CONTEST CORNER
#34
By Dirk Lotz, ZS1X

Upcoming Local Events in May – Also see the SARL web:
http://www.sarl.org.za/public/contests/contestrules.asp
SARL ZS3 Sprint
– 4 May
AWA AM & SSB Contest – 10, 11 May
SARL Digital Contest
– 25 May

“Upcoming
International
Events in

Upcoming International Events in May – See this link for
more detail http://www.hornucopia.com/contestcal/
index.html Only some of the bigger contests have been
mentioned below.

May”

10-10 Int. Spring Contest, CW – 3, 4 May
ARI International DX Contest – 3, 4 May
VOLTA WW RTTY Contest – 10, 11 May
CQ-M International DX Contest – 10, 11 May
EU PSK DX Contest – 17, 18 May
His Maj. King of Spain Contest, CW – 17, 18 May
CQ WW WPX Contest, CW – 24, 25 May

73’s & Good DX!
De

Next
Meetin
Saturday, 2g4...
Ma
N.B. start tim y
e
14.00, at the
Clubhouse.
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Repeater Protocol & Courtesy
REPEATER PROTOCOL & COURTESY
The ordinary practices observed in any ham radio activity apply to repeaters.
Listen first, listen some more, and then jump in. Keep transmissions short, leave gaps for others
to join, identify yourself (call and also first name). Keep language clean, and realize there may be
many silent listeners. You don’t really know how many people you are talking to!
It’s best to wait longer, at least for two or three seconds after the other party “un-keys” or stops
transmitting. Waiting even longer, especially during commute hours, will allow other hams space
to join the conversation or to request use of the repeater for a more urgent call to another ham.
To start a conversation when a repeater is idle, call someone you expect to be listening, or just
throw out your call with something like “ZS1XX monitoring” or “ZS1XX listening “or “CQ from
ZS1XX”. Note, this is a single CQ, not a long drawn out CQ like we would use on HF SSB. To join
an existing conversation, wait for a gap and quickly inject your call, or perhaps the word
“comment”. You may have to do that more than once and wait for the parties to conclude a train
of thought. Reserve the term “break” for an emergency situation.
Double trouble: A common problem during any radio interchange is the “double” when two parties transmit at the same time. This becomes troublesome when there are several hams sharing
the same conversation. It’s not a cardinal sin, but you will only know you were part of a double
after you un-key your mike and another ham tells you about it, or you hear another party in the
middle of his half of the double.
Keeping transmissions short reduces the magnitude of the disruption. It is also helpful to direct
control to the next participant in some consistent order, by name or call, when you finish talking.
When you are done using the repeater, sign off by saying “ZS1XX clear”, or “ZS1XX clear and
monitoring”. This lets other hams know the repeater is available after all contact participants
have signed off.
Here are our Guidelines for over the air etiquette:
#1. Follow the Golden Rule meaning that you should treat others as you would like to be
treated.
#2. Do not talk about politics, sex or religion.
#3. Do not talk negatively about other people or organisations.
We understand that everyone slips once in a while, no matter how hard they try. But, we expect
all user’s to do their very best to follow these few simple and obvious rules of repeater conduct.
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Well Done Dennis!

This has been such a twist in the meaning of what this hobby can do to you, !!
For 60 years in 2010, which went by so fast, not for a second did I give
thought to achieving a PHONE #1 HR on the DXCC list, 340/340 & a Grand Total of 359, which includes the 19 Deleted.
I just enjoyed my hobby everyday, making friends & having skeds with several
for over 30 yrs & taking part in SARL & club affairs & being part of the furniture, Hi !!
I had experiences beyond belief & some were first encounters & then in Contests, Phone & CW, I reached a few firsts & seconds against some of the best
ops in ZS. !! This was a good way to brush up in operating skills & also being meticulous about the condition of your station & antennae. It was nice to win, but I
also learnt the feeling of losing after I was doing well & then something would go
wrong. !!!!!!!!!
It was only in 2010 that I was asked by Tjerk ZS6P why I was not on the DXCC list which is only for a start of 100
Countries, now called Entities. I told him I was not interested in Wall paper or awards & that I would not risk my QSL
cards out of my sight. !!
Since the introduction of LotW it has opened a simpler means of confirming contacts & there is no risk involved.
However, I had boxes & boxes of QSL cards & some QSL cards I had not seen for 60yrs.
Another wellknown DXer said to me that paper cards are going to be recycled & they are going to make toilet paper. !!! I was told that we are thin on the ground when we check who is who on the DXCC ladder in ZS.
I gave in to the request & I submitted my cards via TRACKER & a Courier & within a year I was on the Honor Roll with
334 out of 341 at that time.
Then one was deleted & I looked at the list of what was needed for a Full House & all of them appeared as being impossible for me to get at my stage of life 85+. It was then that I was content in having a good Honor Roll & never to
reach a #1 Honor Roll ( full house ) as some could still take 10 to 15 yrs before there was a chance that some of them
would come on. I was so wrong. !!!!@$#$%^!! All of a sudden they started popping up, one by one, and there were
only 2 to go. !!?????
Then Myanmar, which I had as Burma, was not accepted by DXCC so I had to wait for ANOTHER ONE, & this
seemed impossible as the politicians over there were in no hurry to get the country sorted out,
Within a few weeks a Dxpedition took place in Myanmar & I GOT HIM………one to go. !!! It still took one more to
make a full house & I had 2 heart attacks in September 2013 & I thought it was tickets.!!
While I was recovering after have a STENT inserted in the main artery into my heart, it was announced that a DXpedition to Mellish, the last one that I needed, was due to come on in March/April 2014.
I got them on Sunday 30 March 2014 & today 3/4/14 it is announced that there is a violent storm over Mellish at present & they are about to pack up & make for Australia.
You could not have written a better script for a nerve wracking ride & after that last contact ……..I felt like Charles Atlas when the World was lifted off his shoulders. !!!!!
I hope this story gives everyone hope to realise that it is possible
no matter how difficult & impossible it appears at the time.
Enjoy the DXing & then you will also know how Sir Edmund Hillary
felt when he reached the TOP of Mt Everest….I just did. !!
By the way…………..ZS1AN was Bill Sheward & my very first contact
in July 1950, on CW. !! This is the 3rd ZS1AN, Andre Shaw, since
those days. He came to congratulate me & brought a bottle of Champagne. Hi !!
Got my last DXCC Entity on Sunday morning @ 0650z on 12 m SSB
for a Full House.

Dennis ZS1AU

Paul Johnson seen here with Dennis ZS1AU

50 Years friends!

Apart from Dennis’ achievement in getting the last one on the DXCC list, well done
Dennis, we have an anniversary to celebrate, fifty years of friendship, 1964 – 2014,
we are not sure of the exact month in 1964 but that does not really matter.
So I went to see him last Sunday to shake his hand and we decided that it was time
for a photograph of the two of us.
73/88
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Do send in your swops and you can name a
price and send a picture too!

FOR SALE by Pierre, ZU1DX:
1. Transceiver: Icom IC-2725
Dual-band VHF / UHF radio with cross-band capability; inc. power cord, manual, DTMF mike, original box and
two external loudspeakers; Condition: New; R3000-00 Non-negotiable
2. Antenna Analyser: Kuranishi BR-210
Japanese-made, Covers HF + VHF (2m) freqs; Condition: Used, but in good working order; R2500-00 o.n.o.
3. Power Supply: MSE:
Switch-mode 12V 25A PSU; Condition: Used, but in good working order; R600-00 o.n.o.
4. Chargers for Motorola GP300:
A variety of handie-chargers, Including a fast charger; Condition: Used, but in good working order; Price: Negotiable
5. Mobile Antenna: Diamond SG/M507
Dual-band VHF / UHF tilt-over antenna; Condition: New; R300-00 Non-negotiable
6. Aluminium pole:
Length = 6 m, Diameter = 50 mm; Condition: Used; R100-00 o.n.o.
7. Aluminium pole:
Length = 5.5 m, Diameter = < 50 mm, flattened at top; Condition: Used; R100-00 o.n.o.
8. Power cords:
For Yaesu / Icom / Kenwood radios; Terminated with 6-pin Molex Plug; Condition: New; Ten available; R50-00
each, Non-negotiable
9. Component Cabinet:
Modular component cabinet, with transparent plastic trays; Spare trays available; Condition: Used, but in good
condition; R150-00 non-negotiable
10. Components:
A variety of components, capacitors, etc. Condition: New; Price: Negotiable
11. Antenna Hardware:
A variety of antenna U-bolts, clamps, cabin bolts, eyes, pulleys, and assorted hardware; Condition: New +
Used; Price: Negotiable
Please note that with some items, the price is non-negotiable.
In other cases, the prices are “or nearest offer”, or negotiable, as indicated.
Items are preferably for collection at my Cape Town QTH. Location: South-Western suburbs
Alternatively: postage, packaging and insurance costs for purchaser’s account. Postage at purchaser’s risk.
Contact Pierre, ZU1DX at Landline: 021-785-4341, Cellphone: 076-828-6221 for further details.

FOR SALE
TOROIDS, BALUNS & UNUNS
Custom built BALUNS & UNUNS - 1:1, 4:1 & 9:1
Also DIY Kits available
Other Components: NE602, K12 Keyer Chips, 10.7Mhz
& 455Khz
Variable Inductors, Various Toroidal Cores
Contact Dirk - ZS1X

Gentlemen and Ladies too, please let the Editor, (Anne) know if your goods are sold or you
want to add or remove items. Please send requests to Anne at zs1ct@ctarc.org.za before
the 10th of the month

Ragchew
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
BIRTHDAY WISHES

To all our club members who celebrate their birthdays in May,
may your special day herald a fantastic year ahead and bring you all
that you would wish for yourself and lots of good signal reports.
Happy Birthday to you All.

07-May ZS1ADG David Williamson

Next
Meeting...
Saturday,
24 May
N.B. start
time 14.00,
at the
Clubhouse.

11-May ZS1AW

Andy Baxter

17-May ZS1HA

Hans Moolenschot

21-May ZS1FZ

Fred Ziss

22-May ZS1PI

Errol Levendall

27-May ZS1LQ

Lionel Petersen

Delivering
solutions

WSP Group is a broadly based engineering consultancy providing design and management
services to the property, land and construction sectors. Our skills cover the whole field of the
built environment worldwide, specialising in electrical, electronic, mechanical and refrigeration
engineering services, as well as comprehensive environmental consulting, in South Africa.
For more information on WSP contact: Peter Hodgkinson or Alan Keen
Tel: ++27 (0) 21 481 8700 or our Website: http://www.wspgroup.co.za

WSP KINDLY ASSISTS CTARC BY

SUPPLYING HARD COPIES OF THIS NEWSLETTER TO THOSE WHO DO
NOT HAVE INTERNET CAPABILITIES.

Disclaimer.
Note: The Editor nor any club member shall not be held liable for errors and/or omissions in any article and/or drawing contained in this
newsletter. Furthermore, any view expressed is not necessarily that of the Editor, any
committee member or other members of the Club.
If copyright is infringed, it is not intentional but, is published as a free service to Amateur Radio operators and friends and is not for profit or gain.

